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Greetings from the Rashtriya Raksha University !!!

I extend a warm invitation to embark on a transformative educational journey at our esteemed Institution, Rashtriya 
Raksha University. The pioneering National Security and Police University of India seeks to contribute to the Hon’ble 
PM’s vision of Bharat as a peaceful and prosperous nation with a Stable World Order based on the Rule of Law. I am 
honored to welcome talented individuals like you who aspire to excel in the field of security studies and beyond. 

RRU is renowned for its commitment to academic excellence, cutting-edge research, and fostering a vibrant community 
of scholars. The University is dedicated to nurturing future leaders in security, law enforcement, and related fields with 
education and training on every possible dimension of India's national security and policing.  We, at RRU provide a 
nurturing and intellectually stimulating environment where students can thrive and realize their full potential. The 
vision and mission of the 11 Schools of the University, covering Training, Research, Education and Extension model, is 

perfectly aligned with the mission of national security and police, fulfilling the goal of the University – रा�ीय सुर�ा सव�प�र  

The University offers a wide range of specialized undergraduate,  postgraduate and doctoral programmes in security 
studies, criminology, forensic science, cybersecurity, and more and these are designed to equip you with the 
knowledge, skills, and expertise needed to address complex challenges in today's rapidly evolving security landscape. 
Our faculty members are distinguished scholars, practitioners, and researchers who bring a wealth of expertise and real-
world experience to the classroom. They are committed to providing you with a rigorous and intellectually stimulating 
learning environment that encourages critical thinking, creativity, and innovation. The University, with the continued 
support and guidance of the Ministry of Home Affairs and the State Government of Gujarat, has successfully trained, 
upgraded and re-skilled thousands of police officers across India.

On behalf of my faculty, staff and myself, I invite you to work towards developing strategic culture, security 
consciousness, enhancing the image of police and contributing to women empowerment in security in the country by 
engaging yourself in the building of security making for the country. Whether your passion lies in safeguarding 
communities, protecting national interests, or shaping policies that promote peace and security, with our four 
campuses across the country, namely Pasighat in Arunachal Pradesh, Shivamogga in Karnataka, Puducherry and the 
main campus spread over 230 acres  in lavad, Gujarat the Rashtriya Raksha University is committed to advancing the 
cause of security. 

Looking forward  to welcoming and empowering you to make a meaningful difference in the world and witnessing your 
achievements this academic year, I remain.

Jai Hind !!!

Professor (Dr.) Bimal N. Patel
Vice - Chancellor
Rashtriya Raksha University 
Member, National Security Advisory Board
Member, United Nations International Law Commission

FROM THE DESK OF VICE-CHANCELLOR

Dear Prospective Student,

Welcome to the Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU)!  

We are thrilled that you are considering joining our academic community. Your interest in RRU is deeply appreciated, 
and we are committed to assisting you in charting your academic journey with us.

At RRU, we pride ourselves on fostering a diverse and dynamic academic environment dedicated to intellectual 
exploration and discovery. Our mission is to empower students to make a meaningful impact in the world by 
providing them with the tools and knowledge needed to address the complex challenges of today's security 
landscape.

Our comprehensive undergraduate and postgraduate programs in various disciplines such as Police Science, Cyber 
Security, AI, ML, Social Sciences, Law, Criminology, Behavioural Science, Corporate Security, Physical Education, 
Strategic Languages are designed with a rigorous research core that is intricately connected to security education. 
We believe in nurturing student inquiry and research while offering unique opportunities for both national and 
international study. Through our strong national and international collaborations, we aim to equip our students with 
a competitive advantage and a deep commitment to public service.

RRU is recognized as a Global Leader in reimagining security education, and as India's first Security and Police 
University. Our campus provides a vibrant and inclusive environment where students, faculty, and administrative 
staff come together to learn, grow, and thrive.

As you navigate the application process, we encourage you to take this opportunity to reflect on your strengths, 
weaknesses, and aspirations. Our dedicated admissions team is here to support you every step of the way and answer 
any questions you may have.

Thank you for considering RRU for your academic pursuits. We look forward to welcoming you to our community and 
supporting you in realizing your full potential.

Jai Hind 

Prof. (Dr.) Kalpesh H Wandra
Pro Vice Chancellor
Rashtriya Raksha University
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Greetings from Rashtriya Raksha University,

As an Institution of National Importance, we are steadfast in our commitment to advancing and disseminating 
education, research, training, and scholarship of the highest quality in the domains of policing, security, law 
enforcement, criminal justice, cyber security, coastal and maritime security, cyber-crime, artificial intelligence, and 
related areas of internal security. Our mission is to equip our students with the knowledge and skills necessary to 
navigate the complex landscape of security challenges in the 21st century.

Our University strives to promote global standards and provide a dynamic learning and research environment. We are 
dedicated to realizing the vision of our founders by creating a conducive working environment that fosters innovation, 
critical thinking, and intellectual curiosity. Our programs, meticulously designed by seasoned academicians and 
practitioners, blend theory and practice, with a focus on field visits and internships to ensure academic rigor and 
practical relevance.

We make persistent efforts to hone the skill sets of our students and researchers, enabling them to convert their learning 
into practice and contribute to the Nation's security architecture. Our faculty and researchers are actively engaged in the 
research domain, providing well-researched inputs for policy formulation. They are at the forefront of their respective 
fields, pushing the boundaries of knowledge and contributing to the development of effective security strategies and 
policies.

Furthermore, our University community regularly contributes to conferences, seminars, workshops, and training 
programs in the field of security. We are working towards contributing to the capacity building of security personnel and 
aim to emerge as a think tank in the security domain. Our goal is to foster a culture of continuous learning and 
improvement, where every member of our community is empowered to make a positive impact.

As the Dean of the University, I warmly welcome young, energetic, creative, and enthusiastic learners who are keen to 
learn and acquire security-related skills at our University and employ them in the service of the Nation. Rashtriya Raksha 
University is more than just an educational institution. It is a community of scholars, practitioners, and learners, united 
by a shared commitment to enhancing the security and well-being of our nation. We invite you to join us in this noble 
endeavor.

Jai Hind!

Welcome to Rashtriya Raksha University! 

As the Registrar, I am delighted to invite you to join our dynamic academic community committed to excellence in security 
studies. At RRU, we offer a diverse range of programs designed to equip you with the skills and knowledge needed for a successful 
career in national security, law enforcement, and public safety. Our dedicated faculty, cutting-edge facilities, and emphasis on 
innovation ensure a transformative learning experience. Explore our vibrant campus, engage in impactful research, and become 
part of a community that values leadership, integrity, and global citizenship. We look forward to welcoming you and supporting 
your aspirations for a secure and fulfilling future.

At RRU, we are dedicated to equipping you with the skills, knowledge, and experiences necessary for a successful and fulfilling 
career in the fields of national security, law enforcement, and public safety. Our diverse range of programs has been meticulously 
designed to meet the evolving demands of the security landscape, providing you with a comprehensive education that prepares 
you for the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead.

One of the cornerstones of the RRU experience is our dedicated faculty, comprised of renowned scholars, seasoned practitioners, 
and industry experts who are passionate about sharing their knowledge and expertise with the next generation of leaders. With 
their guidance and mentorship, you will have the opportunity to engage in thought-provoking discussions, hands-on learning 
experiences, and collaborative research projects that will enrich your academic journey and broaden your perspectives.

Moreover, our cutting-edge facilities and emphasis on innovation ensure that your time at RRU will be nothing short of 
transformative. From state-of-the-art laboratories to simulation exercises and fieldwork opportunities, you will have access to 
the resources and tools you need to excel academically and professionally.

Beyond the classroom, RRU offers a vibrant campus life where you can explore your interests, engage with like-minded peers, 
and contribute to the community in meaningful ways. Whether through student organizations, cultural events, or community 
service initiatives, there are countless opportunities for you to grow, learn, and make a positive impact during your time at RRU.

As you embark on your journey at RRU, I encourage you to take full advantage of the resources and opportunities available to you. 
Explore our vibrant campus, immerse yourself in impactful research, and become an active participant in our community of 
scholars and practitioners who share a common commitment to leadership, integrity, and global citizenship.

Your journey at RRU promises not just academic growth, but personal and professional development as well. We are here to 
support you every step of the way, providing guidance, mentorship, and encouragement as you pursue your aspirations for a 
secure and fulfilling future.

In closing, I want to express my sincere gratitude for choosing Rashtriya Raksha University as your academic home. Your presence 
enriches our community, and we are excited to welcome you into our family. Together, let us embark on this journey of discovery, 
learning, and growth as we strive towards excellence in security studies and beyond.

Once again, welcome to Rashtriya Raksha University. Your journey begins here.

Mr. Sushil Goswami
University Dean (I/c) 
Rashtriya Raksha University 

Dr Shishir Kumar Gupta
Registrar
Rashtriya Raksha University 

FROM THE DESK OF THE UNIVERSITY DEAN FROM THE DESK OF REGISTRAR
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Innovative 
Schools & Centres
Rashtriya Raksha University will offer various academic and research programs for the academic year 
2024-25. Besides these programmes, various schools may introduce additional degree/ diploma/ 
certificate programmes.  These Schools are; 

11
1. School of Internal Security and SMART Policing [SISSP]

 1.1 Centre for Border Management and Intelligence Studies (CBMIS)

 1.2  Centre for Counter Insurgency and Counter-Terrorism (CCICT)

 1.3 Centre for Traffic Management and Road Safety (CTMRS)

 1.4 Centre for Women in Police and Security Services (CWPSS)

 1.5  Centre for Disaster Risk Reduction (CDRR)

2. School of Information Technology, Artificial Intelligence and Cyber Security  [SITAICS]

 2.1 Centre of Cyber Security

 2.2 Centre of Critical & Emerging Technologies

 2.3 Centre of Artificial Intelligence

 2.4 Research Centre for Applied Cryptology

 2.5 Centre of Geoinformatics

 2.6 Cyber Defence Centre

 2.7 Centre of Intelligence Fusion

 2.8 Centre of Quantum Computing

 2.9 Centre of Information Security Management & GRC (CISM&GRC)

 2.10 Centre of Cyber Crime Investigation

 2.11 Centre of Integrated Communication Technology

 2.12 Centre of Operational Technology and OT Security

3. School of Integrated Coastal & Maritime Security Studies [SICMSS]

 3.1 RRU Centre for Indian Ocean Legal Studies

4. School of Internal Security, Defence and Strategic Studies  [SISDSS]

 4.1 Centre for Personality Development (CPD)

 4.2  Centre for UN Peacekeeping Operations (CUNPKO)

 4.3  Remote Pilot Training Centre (RPTC)

 4.4  Pakistan Study Centre (PSC)

 4.5  Raksha Shakti School (RSS)

 4.6 Centre for Advanced Defence Studies (CADS) (Upcoming)

 4.7  IMINT Centre (Upcoming) 

5. School of International Cooperation, Security and Strategic Languages [SICSSL]

 5.1 Centre for India’s Neighbourhood and Internal Security Studies (CINISS)

Security 
Education Scope

Applied Science 
and 
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Technology

Artificial 

Intelligence

Behavioural 

Science

Coastal, Maritime, 

Air and Space 

Security

Criminology Cyber Security Data Science
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Forensic 

Psychology
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Science

Machine 

Learning

Military Affairs, 

Strategy 

and Logistics

NCC

Physical 

Education 

and Sports

Police 

Administration 

and Internal 

Security

Political 

Economy

Security and 

Criminal Laws
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The School of Internal Security and SMART Policing (SISSP) offers 
various Academic and Research Programmes in the domain of Policing 
and Internal Security. The School was founded in February 2020 with a 
view to expand the ambit of the then existing Department of Police 
Administration to cover various dimensions of internal security within 
the overall mandate of public safety and security. The School has a rich 
pool of  experienced faculty members, including those who have 
served with distinction in various security organisations.

The School strives to provide students with a blend of theory and 
practice with a special emphasis on New Age Crimes and SMART 
Policing. The internships and field visits to major police and security 
organizations are regular features of the School. SISSP also facilitates 
students to improve their learning via seminars, special lectures, 
workshops and regular interaction with practitioners from all the 
domains of internal security along with regularly conducting 
specialized certificate & training programs for Students, Police 
Personnel & Security professionals to strengthen overall security 
structure.

In addition, the School has Five dedicated Centres namely Centre for 
Border Management and Intelligence Studies (CBMIS), Centre for 
Counter Insurgency and Counter Terrorism (CCICT), Centre for Disaster 
Risk Reduction (CDRR), Centre for Traffic Management and Road Safety 
(CTMRS) and Centre for Women in Police and Security Services (CWPSS).

SCHOOL OF 
INTERNAL SECURITY AND 
SMART POLICING (SISSP)

"Striving Towards Excellence in Policing”

admission.sissp@rru.ac.in 
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: 079-68126825

Programmes Offered
l Diploma in Police Science (English/Gujarati Medium)
l P.G. Diploma in Police Science and Management (Gujarati Medium)
l P.G. Diploma in Police Administration (English Medium)
l B.A. in Security Management (Specilisation in Digital Forensics and Cyber 

Crime Investigation/ Corporate Intelligence and Fraud Investigations/ 
Advance Policing Strategies)

l M.A. in Police Administration & Strategic Management (Specialisation in 
Counter Insurgency and Anti Terrorism/ Traffic Management and Road Safety/ 
Corporate Safety and Security)

l M.A/M.Sc. in Disaster Management & National Security
l M.Tech in Disaster Management & National Security - RCET
l Ph.D in Police & Security Studies (Regular/Practitioners)
l Ph.D in Disaster Management (Regular/Practitioners)

Professional Development & Training Programmes
l Specialized Training for the Law Enforcement Foreign Officials
l Course on Disaster Management & Disaster Risk Mitigation
l Training on Basic Course on Cyber Crimes Investigation
l Training on Advanced Course on Cyber Crimes Investigation
l Training on Counter-Terrorism/ Counter-Insurgency/ Counter-Radicalization
l Training on Border Management
l Training on Road Safety and Traffic Management
l Training Course on Gender Sensitization
l Training Course on Team Building, Organizational Behavior and Leadership
l Training Course on VIP Security

 Consultancy
l Legal Advisory/ Policy Drafting
l Corporate Intelligence
l Innovation and Project Development
l Physical Security Assessment of Industrial, Critical Infrastructure
l Traffic Management and Road Safety Audit

6. School of Behavioural Sciences and Forensic Investigations [SBSFI]

 6.1 Centre for Cyber Psychology (CCP)

 6.2  Psychosocial Care Center (PCC)

7. School of Criminal Law and Military Law [SCLML]

 7.1 Centre for Child Protection 

 7.2 Legal Aid Centre 

 7.3 Centre of International Law and National Security 

 7.4 National Resource Centre on Anti Human Trafficking 

 7.5 Women Safety Division  

8. School of Private, Industrial and Corporate Security Management [SPICSM]

 8.1  Centre for Corporate and Private Security Studies (CCPSS)

9. School of Physical Education and Sports [SPES]

10. School of Police and Military Music Band [SPMMB]

11. School of Applied Science, Engineering and Technology [SASET]

Schools

11
Centres

37+
Experienced and 
Learned Faculty

160+
Programmes 

43+
Regional 

Campuses

4+

admission.sispa@rru.ac.in


The School of Internal Security and SMART Policing (SISSP) offers 
various Academic and Research Programmes in the domain of Policing 
and Internal Security. The School was founded in February 2020 with a 
view to expand the ambit of the then existing Department of Police 
Administration to cover various dimensions of internal security within 
the overall mandate of public safety and security. The School has a rich 
pool of  experienced faculty members, including those who have 
served with distinction in various security organisations.

The School strives to provide students with a blend of theory and 
practice with a special emphasis on New Age Crimes and SMART 
Policing. The internships and field visits to major police and security 
organizations are regular features of the School. SISSP also facilitates 
students to improve their learning via seminars, special lectures, 
workshops and regular interaction with practitioners from all the 
domains of internal security along with regularly conducting 
specialized certificate & training programs for Students, Police 
Personnel & Security professionals to strengthen overall security 
structure.

In addition, the School has Five dedicated Centres namely Centre for 
Border Management and Intelligence Studies (CBMIS), Centre for 
Counter Insurgency and Counter Terrorism (CCICT), Centre for Disaster 
Risk Reduction (CDRR), Centre for Traffic Management and Road Safety 
(CTMRS) and Centre for Women in Police and Security Services (CWPSS).

SCHOOL OF 
INTERNAL SECURITY AND 
SMART POLICING (SISSP)

"Striving Towards Excellence in Policing”

admission.sissp@rru.ac.in 
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: 079-68126825

Programmes Offered
l Diploma in Police Science (English/Gujarati Medium)
l P.G. Diploma in Police Science and Management (Gujarati Medium)
l P.G. Diploma in Police Administration (English Medium)
l B.A. in Security Management (Specilisation in Digital Forensics and Cyber 

Crime Investigation/ Corporate Intelligence and Fraud Investigations/ 
Advance Policing Strategies)

l M.A. in Police Administration & Strategic Management (Specialisation in 
Counter Insurgency and Anti Terrorism/ Traffic Management and Road Safety/ 
Corporate Safety and Security)

l M.A/M.Sc. in Disaster Management & National Security
l M.Tech in Disaster Management & National Security - RCET
l Ph.D in Police & Security Studies (Regular/Practitioners)
l Ph.D in Disaster Management (Regular/Practitioners)

Professional Development & Training Programmes
l Specialized Training for the Law Enforcement Foreign Officials
l Course on Disaster Management & Disaster Risk Mitigation
l Training on Basic Course on Cyber Crimes Investigation
l Training on Advanced Course on Cyber Crimes Investigation
l Training on Counter-Terrorism/ Counter-Insurgency/ Counter-Radicalization
l Training on Border Management
l Training on Road Safety and Traffic Management
l Training Course on Gender Sensitization
l Training Course on Team Building, Organizational Behavior and Leadership
l Training Course on VIP Security

 Consultancy
l Legal Advisory/ Policy Drafting
l Corporate Intelligence
l Innovation and Project Development
l Physical Security Assessment of Industrial, Critical Infrastructure
l Traffic Management and Road Safety Audit

6. School of Behavioural Sciences and Forensic Investigations [SBSFI]

 6.1 Centre for Cyber Psychology (CCP)

 6.2  Psychosocial Care Center (PCC)

7. School of Criminal Law and Military Law [SCLML]

 7.1 Centre for Child Protection 

 7.2 Legal Aid Centre 

 7.3 Centre of International Law and National Security 

 7.4 National Resource Centre on Anti Human Trafficking 

 7.5 Women Safety Division  

8. School of Private, Industrial and Corporate Security Management [SPICSM]

 8.1  Centre for Corporate and Private Security Studies (CCPSS)

9. School of Physical Education and Sports [SPES]

10. School of Police and Military Music Band [SPMMB]

11. School of Applied Science, Engineering and Technology [SASET]

Schools

11
Centres

37+
Experienced and 
Learned Faculty

160+
Programmes 

43+
Regional 

Campuses

4+
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The School of Information Technology, Artificial Intelligence and Cyber 
Security, is striding rapidly towards becoming the number one 
Technological Institution in India; one which encompasses Education, 
Research and Training. We envision, nurture, develop, and enable 
today’s learners as tomorrow’s leaders and technologically 
empowered & enabled professionals that may contribute to the 
internal and external security of the Nation through their valuable 
knowledge and by developing, delivering and conducting research in 
the fields of the cyber world & digital forensics and associated 
emerging technologies. The School offers an ideal atmosphere for 
students to learn, carry out research and innovate. The well thought 
out curriculum requires the students to take up a broad spectrum of 
courses while simultaneously allowing them to emphasize on desired 
areas of specialization. We aim to integrate education and research in 
order to cater to the real-world complexities and provide solutions to 
the world's challenges by building up the capacity and capability of 
the generations to come.

On passing through the portals of our School, our students transform 
into promising professionals, innovators and researchers who would 
carry forward the spirit of scientific thinking to address global 
challenges and provide solutions to real-world complexities by 
integrating education and research.

SCHOOL OF 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND 
CYBER SECURITY (SITAICS)

Programmes Offered
l B.Tech. (CSE) with Specialization in Cyber Security

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security & Digital Forensics

l M.Sc. in Cyber Security & Digital Forensics

l M.Tech in Data Science & Machine Learning

l M.Tech in Cyber Security

l Doctorate of Philosophy in IT/CE/CSE/Cyber Security

l Practitioner Doctorate of Philosophy IT/CE/CSE/Cyber Security

l Dark Web Monitoring

l Cyber Security Essential

l CCNA - Cisco Certified Network Associate & CCNP Cisco Certified 
Network Professional 

l Full Stack Development

l Web Development

l GIS - Geographic Information System

l OSINT Analysis -  open source intelligence

l CEH- Certified Ethical Hacker  with Ethical Hacking

l OS- Operating System Forensics

l Memory Forensics

l Disk Forensics

l Social Media Analysis

l Advance Cryptology

l Cyber Crime Investigation

Certificate Courses

“We aspire to inspire!"

admissions.sitaics@rru.ac.in Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 6357244815

The School of Internal Security, Defence and Strategic Studies (SISDSS) carries 
out academic, research and training programs in the field of defence, strategy, 
and security studies. SISDSS provides an opportunity to study war from a multi-
disciplinary perspective, from statecraft to strategy, deterrence and 
warfighting, strategic leadership and communication, military technology and 
capability development, military history and media.

To begin with, SISDSS is currently conducting the Bachelor's, Master's 
Degree and PhD Programme in Defence and Strategic Studies and a 
Practioners PhD programme for working professionals. SISDSS will help 
the participants to develop skills that will enhance employability, aid 
professional-career development and help prepare for postgraduate 
studies and research. SISDSS is engaging in applied research in the domain 
of defence and strategic studies aligned with the requirements of 
policymakers and military organisations.

In its pursuit for excellence, SISDSS will develop close relationships with 
military training institutions, other academic institutions, the defence 
industry, industry bodies, research and development organisations, think 
tanks, and policy-making bodies in India and around the world. In 
collaboration with military training institutions, SISDSS is curating specific 
certificate, diploma and degree programs, designed for professional 
military education of the armed forces. An underlying the theme in the 
functioning of SISDSS is the promotion of gender balance in security 
professions. Specific initiatives are under consideration to promote 
international cooperation in collaboration with the UN and the BIMSTEC, 
ASEAN and SCO.

SCHOOL OF 
INTERNAL SECURITY, DEFENCE AND 
STRATEGIC STUDIES (SISDSS)

Programmes Offered
l Bachelor of Arts in Defence and Strategic Studies

l Master of Arts in Defence and Strategic Studies

l PhD/Practitioners PhD in Defence and Strategic Studies

“Researching and inculcating a security culture 
amongst all stakeholders”

Certificate Programmes
l Certificate Programme on Strategic Intelligence

l Certificate Programme on Hybrid Warfare

l Certificate Programme on India's Strategic Culture

l Certificate Programme on Information Warfare-Online

l Certificate Programme on Pakistan's Military - Studies

l Certificate Course on Information Warfare

l Certificate Course on Defense Acquisition (Only for MoD)

Professional Development & 
Training Programmes
l Certificate Programme on Defense Acquisitions

l Certificate Programme on UN Peace Operations

admission.sisdss@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 9863438775
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The School of Information Technology, Artificial Intelligence and Cyber 
Security, is striding rapidly towards becoming the number one 
Technological Institution in India; one which encompasses Education, 
Research and Training. We envision, nurture, develop, and enable 
today’s learners as tomorrow’s leaders and technologically 
empowered & enabled professionals that may contribute to the 
internal and external security of the Nation through their valuable 
knowledge and by developing, delivering and conducting research in 
the fields of the cyber world & digital forensics and associated 
emerging technologies. The School offers an ideal atmosphere for 
students to learn, carry out research and innovate. The well thought 
out curriculum requires the students to take up a broad spectrum of 
courses while simultaneously allowing them to emphasize on desired 
areas of specialization. We aim to integrate education and research in 
order to cater to the real-world complexities and provide solutions to 
the world's challenges by building up the capacity and capability of 
the generations to come.

On passing through the portals of our School, our students transform 
into promising professionals, innovators and researchers who would 
carry forward the spirit of scientific thinking to address global 
challenges and provide solutions to real-world complexities by 
integrating education and research.

SCHOOL OF 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND 
CYBER SECURITY (SITAICS)

Programmes Offered
l B.Tech. (CSE) with Specialization in Cyber Security

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security & Digital Forensics

l M.Sc. in Cyber Security & Digital Forensics

l M.Tech in Data Science & Machine Learning

l M.Tech in Cyber Security

l Doctorate of Philosophy in IT/CE/CSE/Cyber Security

l Practitioner Doctorate of Philosophy IT/CE/CSE/Cyber Security

l Dark Web Monitoring

l Cyber Security Essential

l CCNA - Cisco Certified Network Associate & CCNP Cisco Certified 
Network Professional 

l Full Stack Development

l Web Development

l GIS - Geographic Information System

l OSINT Analysis -  open source intelligence

l CEH- Certified Ethical Hacker  with Ethical Hacking

l OS- Operating System Forensics

l Memory Forensics

l Disk Forensics

l Social Media Analysis

l Advance Cryptology

l Cyber Crime Investigation

Certificate Courses

“We aspire to inspire!"

admissions.sitaics@rru.ac.in Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 6357244815

The School of Internal Security, Defence and Strategic Studies (SISDSS) carries 
out academic, research and training programs in the field of defence, strategy, 
and security studies. SISDSS provides an opportunity to study war from a multi-
disciplinary perspective, from statecraft to strategy, deterrence and 
warfighting, strategic leadership and communication, military technology and 
capability development, military history and media.

To begin with, SISDSS is currently conducting the Bachelor's, Master's 
Degree and PhD Programme in Defence and Strategic Studies and a 
Practioners PhD programme for working professionals. SISDSS will help 
the participants to develop skills that will enhance employability, aid 
professional-career development and help prepare for postgraduate 
studies and research. SISDSS is engaging in applied research in the domain 
of defence and strategic studies aligned with the requirements of 
policymakers and military organisations.

In its pursuit for excellence, SISDSS will develop close relationships with 
military training institutions, other academic institutions, the defence 
industry, industry bodies, research and development organisations, think 
tanks, and policy-making bodies in India and around the world. In 
collaboration with military training institutions, SISDSS is curating specific 
certificate, diploma and degree programs, designed for professional 
military education of the armed forces. An underlying the theme in the 
functioning of SISDSS is the promotion of gender balance in security 
professions. Specific initiatives are under consideration to promote 
international cooperation in collaboration with the UN and the BIMSTEC, 
ASEAN and SCO.

SCHOOL OF 
INTERNAL SECURITY, DEFENCE AND 
STRATEGIC STUDIES (SISDSS)

Programmes Offered
l Bachelor of Arts in Defence and Strategic Studies

l Master of Arts in Defence and Strategic Studies

l PhD/Practitioners PhD in Defence and Strategic Studies

“Researching and inculcating a security culture 
amongst all stakeholders”

Certificate Programmes
l Certificate Programme on Strategic Intelligence

l Certificate Programme on Hybrid Warfare

l Certificate Programme on India's Strategic Culture

l Certificate Programme on Information Warfare-Online

l Certificate Programme on Pakistan's Military - Studies

l Certificate Course on Information Warfare

l Certificate Course on Defense Acquisition (Only for MoD)

Professional Development & 
Training Programmes
l Certificate Programme on Defense Acquisitions

l Certificate Programme on UN Peace Operations

admission.sisdss@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 9863438775
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The School of Behavioural Sciences and Forensic Investigations at 
Rashtriya Raksha University is a distinguished institution offering a 
range of programs in Forensic Psychology, Forensic Sciences, Forensic 
Accounting, and Clinical Psychology at the Masters, Advanced 
Professional Diplomas, Ph.D., and Certificate levels for both Indian and 
Foreign Students. As one of the few schools at the University level 
providing such programs in India, SBSFI is committed to applying 
theories of Behavioural sciences and forensic investigations into 
practice.

SBSFI aims to equip students with the knowledge and skills to become 
future professionals committed to crime prevention, investigations, 
reformation, and rehabilitation. By addressing internal security issues 
and fostering communal harmony, graduates contribute to the overall 
well-being of society. The school is well-equipped with state-of-the-art 
laboratory facilities, advanced instruments, forensic and psychological 
test materials, and a distinguished faculty dedicated to excellence in 
research, training, consultancy, and education. With this SBSFI plays a 
crucial role in shaping skilled human resources for the field of 
Behavioural sciences and forensic investigations.

The school’s commitment to excellence, research, and practical 
application positions it as a preferred choice for students and 
researchers alike, fostering an environment that encourages 
collaboration, learning, and innovation.

SCHOOL OF 
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES AND 
FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS (SBSFI)

Programmes Offered
l Bachelor of Science in Psychology (Hons.)

l Masters of Science/Arts (M.Sc./M.A.) in Forensic Psychology

l Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Forensic Science

l Master of Science/Commerce (M.Sc./M.Com.) in Forensic 
Accounting & Financial Investigations

l Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil.) in Clinical Psychology (RCI Reg.)

l Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil.) in Psychiatric Social Work

l Advanced Professional Diploma in Clinical Criminology

l Advanced Professional Diploma in Clinical Forensic Psychology

l Advanced Professional Diploma in Neuro Criminology

l Doctorate of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Behavioural Sciences

l Doctorate of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Forensic Sciences

“Multidisciplinary studies in Criminal Behaviour”

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-6357436737, +91-9909917582

l Three Months Certificate Course in Cyber Psychology

Certificate Programmes 

Scan QR Code

For more information

“The future of the oceans depend on the young legal minds we train” 
– Judge David J. Attard (IMO)

India has a long coastline spanning over more than 7500 Kms and is 
exposed to several coastal and maritime security challenges. In the 
changing paradigm of the global order and security, in the 21st 
century India has expanded its horizon in the maritime domain and 
establish itself as a maritime power. The School of Integrated Coastal 
and Maritime Security Studies (SICMSS) seeks to explore and assess the 
trajectory of law, policy and governance systems affecting India's 
strategic space at the national, regional and international levels.

The SICMSS is equipped with experienced faculty who are experts in 
operational, legal and academic domain. The School envisions to 
provide excellent academic, research and training support to national 
agencies in ensuring national coastal and maritime security. It 
provides a unique blend of national and international best practices in 
the domain of coastal security, maritime security and the Law of the 
Sea. The SICMSS has specially designed programmes and is supported 
by resource pool of experts from academia and industry catering to all 
segments and stakeholders in the respective maritime areas, making it 
one of its kind institution in Asia.

SCHOOL OF 
INTEGRATED COASTAL AND 
MARITIME SECURITY STUDIES (SICMSS)

Programmes Offered
l LL.M. in Coastal and Maritime Security Law and Governance

l LL.M. in Port and Ship Security

l LL.M.  in Maritime Law

l LL.M (Professional) in Maritime Law

l For law Graduates

l For non-law Graduates (Including bridge course fee)

l P.G. Diploma in Maritime Law

l PhD (Regular & Practitioner) in Coastal and Maritime Security 
Law

“Futuristic Legal and Governance Security Studies 
in the area of Coastal and Maritime”

Other Programmes

Certificate Programmes
l Professional Development Programme on Coastal Security

l Faculty Development Programme 

Scan QR Code

For more information

admission.sicmss@rru.ac.in

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-7668976934; +91-9013040826

l Short Course on Coastal and Maritime Security Law

l Short Course on Coastal Surveillance

l Short Course on International Ship and Port Facility Security 
Code

l Short Course on Maritime Security Operations

l Short Course on Military Security Operations

l Short Course on Law of the Armed Conflict

admission.sicmss@rru.ac.in


The School of Behavioural Sciences and Forensic Investigations at 
Rashtriya Raksha University is a distinguished institution offering a 
range of programs in Forensic Psychology, Forensic Sciences, Forensic 
Accounting, and Clinical Psychology at the Masters, Advanced 
Professional Diplomas, Ph.D., and Certificate levels for both Indian and 
Foreign Students. As one of the few schools at the University level 
providing such programs in India, SBSFI is committed to applying 
theories of Behavioural sciences and forensic investigations into 
practice.

SBSFI aims to equip students with the knowledge and skills to become 
future professionals committed to crime prevention, investigations, 
reformation, and rehabilitation. By addressing internal security issues 
and fostering communal harmony, graduates contribute to the overall 
well-being of society. The school is well-equipped with state-of-the-art 
laboratory facilities, advanced instruments, forensic and psychological 
test materials, and a distinguished faculty dedicated to excellence in 
research, training, consultancy, and education. With this SBSFI plays a 
crucial role in shaping skilled human resources for the field of 
Behavioural sciences and forensic investigations.

The school’s commitment to excellence, research, and practical 
application positions it as a preferred choice for students and 
researchers alike, fostering an environment that encourages 
collaboration, learning, and innovation.

SCHOOL OF 
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES AND 
FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS (SBSFI)

Programmes Offered
l Bachelor of Science in Psychology (Hons.)

l Masters of Science/Arts (M.Sc./M.A.) in Forensic Psychology

l Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Forensic Science

l Master of Science/Commerce (M.Sc./M.Com.) in Forensic 
Accounting & Financial Investigations

l Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil.) in Clinical Psychology (RCI Reg.)

l Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil.) in Psychiatric Social Work

l Advanced Professional Diploma in Clinical Criminology

l Advanced Professional Diploma in Clinical Forensic Psychology

l Advanced Professional Diploma in Neuro Criminology

l Doctorate of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Behavioural Sciences

l Doctorate of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Forensic Sciences

“Multidisciplinary studies in Criminal Behaviour”

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-6357436737, +91-9909917582

l Three Months Certificate Course in Cyber Psychology

Certificate Programmes 
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“The future of the oceans depend on the young legal minds we train” 
– Judge David J. Attard (IMO)

India has a long coastline spanning over more than 7500 Kms and is 
exposed to several coastal and maritime security challenges. In the 
changing paradigm of the global order and security, in the 21st 
century India has expanded its horizon in the maritime domain and 
establish itself as a maritime power. The School of Integrated Coastal 
and Maritime Security Studies (SICMSS) seeks to explore and assess the 
trajectory of law, policy and governance systems affecting India's 
strategic space at the national, regional and international levels.

The SICMSS is equipped with experienced faculty who are experts in 
operational, legal and academic domain. The School envisions to 
provide excellent academic, research and training support to national 
agencies in ensuring national coastal and maritime security. It 
provides a unique blend of national and international best practices in 
the domain of coastal security, maritime security and the Law of the 
Sea. The SICMSS has specially designed programmes and is supported 
by resource pool of experts from academia and industry catering to all 
segments and stakeholders in the respective maritime areas, making it 
one of its kind institution in Asia.

SCHOOL OF 
INTEGRATED COASTAL AND 
MARITIME SECURITY STUDIES (SICMSS)

Programmes Offered
l LL.M. in Coastal and Maritime Security Law and Governance

l LL.M. in Port and Ship Security

l LL.M.  in Maritime Law

l LL.M (Professional) in Maritime Law

l For law Graduates

l For non-law Graduates (Including bridge course fee)

l P.G. Diploma in Maritime Law

l PhD (Regular & Practitioner) in Coastal and Maritime Security 
Law

“Futuristic Legal and Governance Security Studies 
in the area of Coastal and Maritime”

Other Programmes

Certificate Programmes
l Professional Development Programme on Coastal Security

l Faculty Development Programme 
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For more information
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For details regarding admission to various programmes
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Contact: +91-7668976934; +91-9013040826

l Short Course on Coastal and Maritime Security Law

l Short Course on Coastal Surveillance

l Short Course on International Ship and Port Facility Security 
Code

l Short Course on Maritime Security Operations

l Short Course on Military Security Operations

l Short Course on Law of the Armed Conflict

admission.sicmss@rru.ac.in


Strengthen understanding on the external dimensions of India's 
national security challenges emanating in its region, including by 
strengthening proficiency in key languages and disseminate an Indian 
perspective of its regional security threat perception.

This newly established school offers degree programmes in 
International relations, Foreign Affairs, Political Economy and National 
Security; and Graduate and Masters Programmes in Select Foreign 
Languages. The School has a Unique syllabus with a specific focus on 
the external dimensions to India’s internal security in the context of its 
foreign policy in key strategic geographies.

The teaching pedagogy will involve rigorous training in subject matter 
and strengthening proficiency in select foreign languages. The 
programs offered will facilitate subject matter expertise along with 
language specialization of key geographies impacting India’s National 
Security.

SCHOOL OF 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION, 
SECURITY AND 
STRATEGIC LANGUAGES (SICSSL)
"Cooperate and Communicate to Secure”

admission.sicssl@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-9889108611

Programmes Offered
l B.A in International Relations and Security Studies (with 

Language specialization)

l M.A in International Relations and Security Studies (with 
Language specialization)

l Integrated (B.A/M.A) in Arabic language Studies

l Integrated (B.A/M.A) in Chinese language Studies

l Integrated (B.A/M.A) in Russian language Studies

l Post Graduate Diploma in Arabic Language

l Diploma in Tibetan Language and Studies

l PhD in International Relations and Security Studies (with 
Language Specialization)

l One year certificate Program in English Language 

l One year certificate Program in French Language 

l One year certificate Program in Arabic Language 

Certificate Programmes 

School of Criminal Law and Military Law (SCLML) aims to establish itself 
as a premier legal institution in the domain of Criminal and National 
Security Laws. It endeavours to achieve excellence by not just 
providing a well-rounded legal education but also advancing legal 
scholarship, engaging in capacity building, serving the public and 
fostering justice.

We aspire to prepare lawyers to serve their clients, as well as contribute 
to the criminal justice system and the public at large with a high level of 
accomplishment, honouring our commitment to the highest ideals of 
the legal profession as enshrined under the Constitution of India.

Our curriculum amalgamates theory with practise, keeping in mind 
the security needs in a much more globalized world. Taking a more 
holistic approach, the curriculum equips the students with the 
knowledge as well as helps them develop the skills necessary to use 
that knowledge in practice. The School endeavours to take teaching 
beyond classrooms and exposes students to the practical nuances 
related to Criminal and Security Law.

SCHOOL OF 
CRIMINAL LAW AND 
MILITARY LAW (SCLML)

Programmes Offered
l One Year LL.M.in Criminal & Security Laws

l Master of Economic & Financial Crimes

l Five-Year Integrated B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Degree Programme

l MA/MSc Criminology & Crime Science

l PhD in Law

l PhD in Criminology

“Integrated Platform of Legal Studies & Criminology”

admission.sclml@rru.ac.in Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 6357244805
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Strengthen understanding on the external dimensions of India's 
national security challenges emanating in its region, including by 
strengthening proficiency in key languages and disseminate an Indian 
perspective of its regional security threat perception.

This newly established school offers degree programmes in 
International relations, Foreign Affairs, Political Economy and National 
Security; and Graduate and Masters Programmes in Select Foreign 
Languages. The School has a Unique syllabus with a specific focus on 
the external dimensions to India’s internal security in the context of its 
foreign policy in key strategic geographies.

The teaching pedagogy will involve rigorous training in subject matter 
and strengthening proficiency in select foreign languages. The 
programs offered will facilitate subject matter expertise along with 
language specialization of key geographies impacting India’s National 
Security.

SCHOOL OF 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION, 
SECURITY AND 
STRATEGIC LANGUAGES (SICSSL)
"Cooperate and Communicate to Secure”

admission.sicssl@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-9889108611

Programmes Offered
l B.A in International Relations and Security Studies (with 

Language specialization)

l M.A in International Relations and Security Studies (with 
Language specialization)

l Integrated (B.A/M.A) in Arabic language Studies

l Integrated (B.A/M.A) in Chinese language Studies

l Integrated (B.A/M.A) in Russian language Studies

l Post Graduate Diploma in Arabic Language

l Diploma in Tibetan Language and Studies

l PhD in International Relations and Security Studies (with 
Language Specialization)

l One year certificate Program in English Language 

l One year certificate Program in French Language 

l One year certificate Program in Arabic Language 

Certificate Programmes 

School of Criminal Law and Military Law (SCLML) aims to establish itself 
as a premier legal institution in the domain of Criminal and National 
Security Laws. It endeavours to achieve excellence by not just 
providing a well-rounded legal education but also advancing legal 
scholarship, engaging in capacity building, serving the public and 
fostering justice.

We aspire to prepare lawyers to serve their clients, as well as contribute 
to the criminal justice system and the public at large with a high level of 
accomplishment, honouring our commitment to the highest ideals of 
the legal profession as enshrined under the Constitution of India.

Our curriculum amalgamates theory with practise, keeping in mind 
the security needs in a much more globalized world. Taking a more 
holistic approach, the curriculum equips the students with the 
knowledge as well as helps them develop the skills necessary to use 
that knowledge in practice. The School endeavours to take teaching 
beyond classrooms and exposes students to the practical nuances 
related to Criminal and Security Law.

SCHOOL OF 
CRIMINAL LAW AND 
MILITARY LAW (SCLML)

Programmes Offered
l One Year LL.M.in Criminal & Security Laws

l Master of Economic & Financial Crimes

l Five-Year Integrated B.B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) Degree Programme

l MA/MSc Criminology & Crime Science

l PhD in Law

l PhD in Criminology

“Integrated Platform of Legal Studies & Criminology”

admission.sclml@rru.ac.in Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 6357244805

admission.sicssl@rru.ac.in
admission.sslecj@rru.ac.in
admission.sslecj@rru.ac.in


The school was established in 2017 to fulfill the dreams of young 
aspirants and sports enthusiasts who wish to serve their country by 
joining the national security organization. The school bridges the gap 
between stakeholders and security services of India and envisions to 
provides the best-suited, fit, and dedicated candidates to the Nation.  

An aspirant requires optimum readiness and preparation for tactical 
training that incorporates physical, physiological, and psychological 
performance, marching, weapon training, sports skill, etc. Keeping 
these aspects in mind the school primarily caters to the needs of the 
aspirants to clear the selection exams of prestigious national security 
organizations; Indian Army, Navy, etc. 

The school also provides its services to the in-service security 
personnel; police, special protection force, etc. The school offers 
various degree/diploma/certificate programs for those who aspire to 
upskill themselves and continue their higher education while serving 
the nation. 

The school also nurtures future athletes/coaches/sports experts under 
the banner of an institute of National Importance by offering 
degree/diploma courses to the stakeholders through the best 
faculties/coaches/domine experts across the nation. 

SCHOOL OF 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
SPORTS (SPES)

Programmes Offered

l Bachelor of Physical Education and Sports

l Post Graduate Diploma in Strength and Conditioning

l PhD in Physical Education

"Where Physical Readiness Fortifies Security”

l Coach Development Program

l Hands-on experience in the sports lab research equipments

l Advance fitness training program for in-service personnel

l Physical fitness training for aspirants

l Fitness training program for faculties and staff members of 
RRU

l Research methodology in physical education and sports

l Sports data analytics 

Certificate Programmes

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 6357436705

SCHOOL OF PRIVATE, INDUSTRIAL
AND CORPORATE SECURITY
MANAGEMENT (SPICSM)

"Rise through Skills”

l Tailor Made Courses/Capsules for Corporate Houses

l  3 months Basic Course in Corporate Security Management to 
train the junior security officers of the corporate houses- 
offline Mode

l 1 Week Capsule Modules on- Industrial Safety and Security, 
Corporate Intelligence, Investigation and Surveillance, 
Technical Convergence in Security, etc- Offline Mode

l 3 to 4 days of Online Courses on – the Security Command 
Center, Security Operation Center and Human Rights

l Short term course in Security related Topics

l Firefighter Certificate Course - For Women

l Fireman Certificate Course

l Sub Fire Officer Course

l Customised Certificate courses/capsules for Corporate 
Security Officers

l Hands on Training - Pool of Dog handlers - Enforcement and 
Investigation skills of Dog

l 3 Months Certificate Course on Training for Dog Trainer

Certificate Programmes
The School of Private, Industrial & Corporate Security Management 
bridges the gap between the existing private and corporate security 
requirements by providing quality teaching and pragmatics 
approaches. The  faculty of SPICSM would comprise not only highly 
qualified academicians but also practitioners, industry experts, and 
entrepreneurs. The curricula and pedagogy would be oriented as per 
the prevalent and foreseeable demands of the industry and job 
market.  

The School  contains a Center for Corporate & Private Security Studies 
that works towards the challenges faced by the Private Security 
Industry and to provide the opportunity for the reskilling and 
upskilling of the private and corporate security personnel. The school 
trains industrial security professionals to have requisite skills to 
understand & mainta in  bas ic  company procedures  and 
responsibilities.

At SPICSM, a diverse teaching curriculum is being created from 
Vocational Training for Rural/Semi-Urban youth to short term 
Continuing Education courses for upgrading skills/knowledge of 
graduate students, working professionals as well as retiring industry 
personnel.  

SPICSM’s vision and mission envisages the creation of resources in 
partnership with industries to foster robust innovation and build a self-
sustained ecosystem.  admission.spicsm@rru.ac.in

Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Programmes Offered
l Post Graduate Diploma in Corporate Security Management 

(in Collaboration with XLRI)

l Post Graduate Diploma in Industrial Safety and Security

l BBA in Corporate Security Management

Contact: +91- 6359884236

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
ao.spicsm@rru.ac.in


The school was established in 2017 to fulfill the dreams of young 
aspirants and sports enthusiasts who wish to serve their country by 
joining the national security organization. The school bridges the gap 
between stakeholders and security services of India and envisions to 
provides the best-suited, fit, and dedicated candidates to the Nation.  

An aspirant requires optimum readiness and preparation for tactical 
training that incorporates physical, physiological, and psychological 
performance, marching, weapon training, sports skill, etc. Keeping 
these aspects in mind the school primarily caters to the needs of the 
aspirants to clear the selection exams of prestigious national security 
organizations; Indian Army, Navy, etc. 

The school also provides its services to the in-service security 
personnel; police, special protection force, etc. The school offers 
various degree/diploma/certificate programs for those who aspire to 
upskill themselves and continue their higher education while serving 
the nation. 

The school also nurtures future athletes/coaches/sports experts under 
the banner of an institute of National Importance by offering 
degree/diploma courses to the stakeholders through the best 
faculties/coaches/domine experts across the nation. 

SCHOOL OF 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
SPORTS (SPES)

Programmes Offered

l Bachelor of Physical Education and Sports

l Post Graduate Diploma in Strength and Conditioning

l PhD in Physical Education

"Where Physical Readiness Fortifies Security”

l Coach Development Program

l Hands-on experience in the sports lab research equipments

l Advance fitness training program for in-service personnel

l Physical fitness training for aspirants

l Fitness training program for faculties and staff members of 
RRU

l Research methodology in physical education and sports

l Sports data analytics 

Certificate Programmes

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91- 6357436705

SCHOOL OF PRIVATE, INDUSTRIAL
AND CORPORATE SECURITY
MANAGEMENT (SPICSM)

"Rise through Skills”

l Tailor Made Courses/Capsules for Corporate Houses

l  3 months Basic Course in Corporate Security Management to 
train the junior security officers of the corporate houses- 
offline Mode

l 1 Week Capsule Modules on- Industrial Safety and Security, 
Corporate Intelligence, Investigation and Surveillance, 
Technical Convergence in Security, etc- Offline Mode

l 3 to 4 days of Online Courses on – the Security Command 
Center, Security Operation Center and Human Rights

l Short term course in Security related Topics

l Firefighter Certificate Course - For Women

l Fireman Certificate Course

l Sub Fire Officer Course

l Customised Certificate courses/capsules for Corporate 
Security Officers

l Hands on Training - Pool of Dog handlers - Enforcement and 
Investigation skills of Dog

l 3 Months Certificate Course on Training for Dog Trainer

Certificate Programmes
The School of Private, Industrial & Corporate Security Management 
bridges the gap between the existing private and corporate security 
requirements by providing quality teaching and pragmatics 
approaches. The  faculty of SPICSM would comprise not only highly 
qualified academicians but also practitioners, industry experts, and 
entrepreneurs. The curricula and pedagogy would be oriented as per 
the prevalent and foreseeable demands of the industry and job 
market.  

The School  contains a Center for Corporate & Private Security Studies 
that works towards the challenges faced by the Private Security 
Industry and to provide the opportunity for the reskilling and 
upskilling of the private and corporate security personnel. The school 
trains industrial security professionals to have requisite skills to 
understand & mainta in  bas ic  company procedures  and 
responsibilities.

At SPICSM, a diverse teaching curriculum is being created from 
Vocational Training for Rural/Semi-Urban youth to short term 
Continuing Education courses for upgrading skills/knowledge of 
graduate students, working professionals as well as retiring industry 
personnel.  

SPICSM’s vision and mission envisages the creation of resources in 
partnership with industries to foster robust innovation and build a self-
sustained ecosystem.  admission.spicsm@rru.ac.in

Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Programmes Offered
l Post Graduate Diploma in Corporate Security Management 

(in Collaboration with XLRI)

l Post Graduate Diploma in Industrial Safety and Security

l BBA in Corporate Security Management

Contact: +91- 6359884236

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
ao.spicsm@rru.ac.in


Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU), Lucknow campus was established 
in the year 2022. Our transit campus is located in the premises of Law 
Faculty, Dr. Shakuntala Mishra National Rehabilitation University, 
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. RRU has an overarching vision to become a 
premier institution in the field of Security Studies in India. RRU 
distinguishes itself as India’s premier National Security and first Police 
University operating under the guidance of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Government of India. RRU has aligned with India's vision 
towards global peace and stability. It promotes collaboration among 
the Security Professionals, Diplomats, and Civilians. The courses 
offered at Lucknow Campus are from the domains of Criminology, 
Police Administration, Legal Studies, Physical Education, Cyber 
Security, Disaster Management, and Industrial Security. The campus 
aims to prepare students to build their careers in the field of security 
mainly in uniform services as State & Central Police Forces, Defense 
Services, Corporate Security UN Agencies, and Non-Government 
Agencies.

LUCKNOW CAMPUS
UTTAR PRADESH

Programmes Offered

l B.A in Security Management

l M.A. in Police Administration and Strategic Management

l M.A./M.Sc. in Disaster Risk Management (Executive)

l Post Graduate Diploma in Industrial Safety and Security

l Post Graduate Diploma in Strength and Conditioning

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security and Digital Forensics

admission.up@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-9717371304, +91-8318633712

PASIGHAT CAMPUS
ARUNACHAL PRADESH
“Shaping Tomorrow's Guardians through 
Excellence and Dedication”

"Strength in Diversity, Security in Unity: 
Empowering North Bharat."

l One-week physical training program for Police Aspirants. 

l One-week online capacity building programme on Internal and 
International Border Management.

l One-week training program on Disaster Management.

l One-week training program for Physical and Mental Well-Being.

l Two-weeks certificate course on Traffic Management and Road 
Safety.

l One-week training program for Self Defence for Women.

l One-week certificate program on Counter Insurgency and 
Counter Terrorism.

l Three-weeks crash course for Police Recruitment.

l One-week certificate program in Cyber Security & Data Privacy.

l High Performance Coach Development Programme: Scientific 
Approach.

l One-week Capacity Building Program on Human Rights and 
Policing.

Certificate Programmes
Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU) Pasighat, Arunachal Pradesh, is the 
first off-campus which aims to cultivate a new generation of highly 
skilled and ethical professionals capable of addressing complex 
security challenges, upholding the rule of law, and safeguarding the 
well-being of the nation and its citizens. Through comprehensive 
programs integrating academic excellence, practical training, and 
cutting-edge research in areas such as counterterrorism, intelligence 
analysis, cybercrime, border security, crisis management, and 
community policing, the university strives to be at the forefront of 
developing knowledge and best practices that enhance national 
security, promote public safety, and contribute to global security 
cooperation. By fostering interdisciplinary collaboration, international 
partnerships, and a culture of innovation, the campus endeavours to 
shape future leaders and practitioners in the field, instilling in them a 
strong sense of duty, professionalism, and respect for human rights 
while preparing them to adapt to emerging threats and navigate the 
complex landscape of national security in the 21st century.

Scan QR Code

For more information

Programmes Offered
l Diploma in Police Science

l Post Graduate Diploma in Strength and Conditioning

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security and Digital Forensics

l Bachelor of Arts in Security Management

l Master of Arts in Police Administration and Strategic 
Management

admission.ap@rru.ac.in

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-8837558700 /+91-8880689392

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
admission.spes@rru.ac.in


Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU), Lucknow campus was established 
in the year 2022. Our transit campus is located in the premises of Law 
Faculty, Dr. Shakuntala Mishra National Rehabilitation University, 
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. RRU has an overarching vision to become a 
premier institution in the field of Security Studies in India. RRU 
distinguishes itself as India’s premier National Security and first Police 
University operating under the guidance of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs, Government of India. RRU has aligned with India's vision 
towards global peace and stability. It promotes collaboration among 
the Security Professionals, Diplomats, and Civilians. The courses 
offered at Lucknow Campus are from the domains of Criminology, 
Police Administration, Legal Studies, Physical Education, Cyber 
Security, Disaster Management, and Industrial Security. The campus 
aims to prepare students to build their careers in the field of security 
mainly in uniform services as State & Central Police Forces, Defense 
Services, Corporate Security UN Agencies, and Non-Government 
Agencies.

LUCKNOW CAMPUS
UTTAR PRADESH

Programmes Offered

l B.A in Security Management

l M.A. in Police Administration and Strategic Management

l M.A./M.Sc. in Disaster Risk Management (Executive)

l Post Graduate Diploma in Industrial Safety and Security

l Post Graduate Diploma in Strength and Conditioning

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security and Digital Forensics

admission.up@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-9717371304, +91-8318633712

PASIGHAT CAMPUS
ARUNACHAL PRADESH
“Shaping Tomorrow's Guardians through 
Excellence and Dedication”

"Strength in Diversity, Security in Unity: 
Empowering North Bharat."

l One-week physical training program for Police Aspirants. 

l One-week online capacity building programme on Internal and 
International Border Management.

l One-week training program on Disaster Management.

l One-week training program for Physical and Mental Well-Being.

l Two-weeks certificate course on Traffic Management and Road 
Safety.

l One-week training program for Self Defence for Women.

l One-week certificate program on Counter Insurgency and 
Counter Terrorism.

l Three-weeks crash course for Police Recruitment.

l One-week certificate program in Cyber Security & Data Privacy.

l High Performance Coach Development Programme: Scientific 
Approach.

l One-week Capacity Building Program on Human Rights and 
Policing.

Certificate Programmes
Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU) Pasighat, Arunachal Pradesh, is the 
first off-campus which aims to cultivate a new generation of highly 
skilled and ethical professionals capable of addressing complex 
security challenges, upholding the rule of law, and safeguarding the 
well-being of the nation and its citizens. Through comprehensive 
programs integrating academic excellence, practical training, and 
cutting-edge research in areas such as counterterrorism, intelligence 
analysis, cybercrime, border security, crisis management, and 
community policing, the university strives to be at the forefront of 
developing knowledge and best practices that enhance national 
security, promote public safety, and contribute to global security 
cooperation. By fostering interdisciplinary collaboration, international 
partnerships, and a culture of innovation, the campus endeavours to 
shape future leaders and practitioners in the field, instilling in them a 
strong sense of duty, professionalism, and respect for human rights 
while preparing them to adapt to emerging threats and navigate the 
complex landscape of national security in the 21st century.

Scan QR Code

For more information

Programmes Offered
l Diploma in Police Science

l Post Graduate Diploma in Strength and Conditioning

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security and Digital Forensics

l Bachelor of Arts in Security Management

l Master of Arts in Police Administration and Strategic 
Management

admission.ap@rru.ac.in

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: +91-8837558700 /+91-8880689392

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
admission.spes@rru.ac.in


Rashtriya Raksha University has established a transitory campus at 
Pondicherry Institute of Hotel Management and Catering Technology, 
Murungapakkam, Puducherry. The campus aims to set a benchmark in 
security education that blends the best of theory, practice, and 
innovation. The RRU Puducherry campus is fully equipped with top-
standard classrooms, modern technology, and equipment. The 
courses are tailor-made according to the needs and requirements of 
police aspirants in Puducherry, intending to deliver world-class 
teaching, training, and research through programs that include 
criminology, police administration, police science, fitness 
management, forensic and clinical psychology, cyber security, 
industrial and corporate security. The curriculum is designed for 
degree, diploma, and certificate programs. These courses inculcate 
desirable skills and mindsets in police aspirants and other stakeholders 
willing to build their careers in the fields of internal and national 
security. The campus will also emphasize inculcating high standards of 
patriotism, discipline, ethics, and moral values in the youth of the UT. 
Graduates from the RRU Puducherry campus will be prepared for 
careers in the forces as officers, analysts, and strategists throughout 
government agencies, the national security apparatus, and the private 
sector. The teaching and training shall be provided by experts who are 
competent, dedicated, and highly qualified in their respective fields, 
with the vision of transforming students into employable individuals 
ready to be absorbed into the security forces and private sectors in the 
region of Puducherry, Yanam, Karaikal, and Mahe.

SHIVAMOGGA CAMPUS
KARNATAKA

Programmes Offered

l Bachelors of Arts in Security Management

l Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science in Defence and Strategic 
Studies

l Master of Arts/Master of Science in Defence & Strategic Studies 

l Master of Arts in Criminology

l Master of Science in Clinical Psychology

l Post Graduate Diploma in Police Science and Management

admission.puducherry@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: 0431-2633999, +91- 8122726882

Rashtriya Raksha University has established a transitory campus at 
Pondicherry Institute of Hotel Management and Catering Technology, 
Murungapakkam, Puducherry. The campus aims to set a benchmark in 
security education that blends the best of theory, practice, and 
innovation. The RRU Puducherry campus is fully equipped with top-
standard classrooms, modern technology, and equipment. The 
courses are tailor-made according to the needs and requirements of 
police aspirants in Puducherry, intending to deliver world-class 
teaching, training, and research through programs that include 
criminology, police administration, police science, fitness 
management, forensic and clinical psychology, cyber security, 
industrial and corporate security. The curriculum is designed for 
degree, diploma, and certificate programs. These courses inculcate 
desirable skills and mindsets in police aspirants and other stakeholders 
willing to build their careers in the fields of internal and national 
security. The campus will also emphasize inculcating high standards of 
patriotism, discipline, ethics, and moral values in the youth of the UT.
Graduates from the RRU Puducherry campus will be prepared for 
careers in the forces as officers, analysts, and strategists throughout 
government agencies, the national security apparatus, and the private 
sector.
The teaching and training shall be provided by experts who are 
competent, dedicated, and highly qualified in their respective fields, 
with the vision of transforming students into employable individuals 
ready to be absorbed into the security forces and private sectors in the 
region of Puducherry, Yanam, Karaikal, and Mahe.

PUDUCHERRY CAMPUS
PUDUCHERRY

Programmes Offered

l B.A./B.Sc. in Criminology and Police Science

l M.A./M.Sc. in Criminology

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security and Digital Forensics

l Post Graduate Diploma in Security and Corporate Intelligence 
Management

admission.puducherry@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: 0431-2633999, +91- 8122726882

"Empowering Security Aspirants: RRU Puducherry Campus, 
Fostering National Security Excellence”

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
admission.spes@rru.ac.in


Rashtriya Raksha University has established a transitory campus at 
Pondicherry Institute of Hotel Management and Catering Technology, 
Murungapakkam, Puducherry. The campus aims to set a benchmark in 
security education that blends the best of theory, practice, and 
innovation. The RRU Puducherry campus is fully equipped with top-
standard classrooms, modern technology, and equipment. The 
courses are tailor-made according to the needs and requirements of 
police aspirants in Puducherry, intending to deliver world-class 
teaching, training, and research through programs that include 
criminology, police administration, police science, fitness 
management, forensic and clinical psychology, cyber security, 
industrial and corporate security. The curriculum is designed for 
degree, diploma, and certificate programs. These courses inculcate 
desirable skills and mindsets in police aspirants and other stakeholders 
willing to build their careers in the fields of internal and national 
security. The campus will also emphasize inculcating high standards of 
patriotism, discipline, ethics, and moral values in the youth of the UT. 
Graduates from the RRU Puducherry campus will be prepared for 
careers in the forces as officers, analysts, and strategists throughout 
government agencies, the national security apparatus, and the private 
sector. The teaching and training shall be provided by experts who are 
competent, dedicated, and highly qualified in their respective fields, 
with the vision of transforming students into employable individuals 
ready to be absorbed into the security forces and private sectors in the 
region of Puducherry, Yanam, Karaikal, and Mahe.

SHIVAMOGGA CAMPUS
KARNATAKA

Programmes Offered

l Bachelors of Arts in Security Management

l Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science in Defence and Strategic 
Studies

l Master of Arts/Master of Science in Defence & Strategic Studies 

l Master of Arts in Criminology

l Master of Science in Clinical Psychology

l Post Graduate Diploma in Police Science and Management

admission.puducherry@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: 0431-2633999, +91- 8122726882

Rashtriya Raksha University has established a transitory campus at 
Pondicherry Institute of Hotel Management and Catering Technology, 
Murungapakkam, Puducherry. The campus aims to set a benchmark in 
security education that blends the best of theory, practice, and 
innovation. The RRU Puducherry campus is fully equipped with top-
standard classrooms, modern technology, and equipment. The 
courses are tailor-made according to the needs and requirements of 
police aspirants in Puducherry, intending to deliver world-class 
teaching, training, and research through programs that include 
criminology, police administration, police science, fitness 
management, forensic and clinical psychology, cyber security, 
industrial and corporate security. The curriculum is designed for 
degree, diploma, and certificate programs. These courses inculcate 
desirable skills and mindsets in police aspirants and other stakeholders 
willing to build their careers in the fields of internal and national 
security. The campus will also emphasize inculcating high standards of 
patriotism, discipline, ethics, and moral values in the youth of the UT.
Graduates from the RRU Puducherry campus will be prepared for 
careers in the forces as officers, analysts, and strategists throughout 
government agencies, the national security apparatus, and the private 
sector.
The teaching and training shall be provided by experts who are 
competent, dedicated, and highly qualified in their respective fields, 
with the vision of transforming students into employable individuals 
ready to be absorbed into the security forces and private sectors in the 
region of Puducherry, Yanam, Karaikal, and Mahe.

PUDUCHERRY CAMPUS
PUDUCHERRY

Programmes Offered

l B.A./B.Sc. in Criminology and Police Science

l M.A./M.Sc. in Criminology

l Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Security and Digital Forensics

l Post Graduate Diploma in Security and Corporate Intelligence 
Management

admission.puducherry@rru.ac.in
Scan QR Code

For more information

For details regarding admission to various programmes
and fees, please visit the school webpage or mail us at

Contact: 0431-2633999, +91- 8122726882

"Empowering Security Aspirants: RRU Puducherry Campus, 
Fostering National Security Excellence”

admission.spes@rru.ac.in
admission.spes@rru.ac.in


Rashtriya Raksha University’s Integrated Space for E-Education (RISE) is 
a virtual e-learning platform for in-service police personnel, students, 
researchers, academics, avid learners as well as professionals from 
national and international governments and agencies interested in 
areas of Policing and National Security with specific multi- dimensional 
aspects of Law, Artificial Intelligence, Military and Strategic Studies 
amongst other core areas. RISE offers a new way of combining 
innovative learning and teaching techniques from renowned and 
learned experts in the domain.

RISE’s Edge
• Earn your certificate from An Institution of National Importance
• Tailored to suit your needs with quality education
• Reliable standards for your career
• Advanced and Accessible
• Affordable
• Flexible
• Dedicated support team to manage your queries

RISE
(RRU Integrated Space for e-Education)

Programmes to be offered

l CCTV Video footage auditing and investigation- Fundamental, 
Foundation and Advanced Courses

l Orientation and Introduction to Cyber Psychology

l Human trafficking

l Terrorism-Counter-Terrorism, Coastal Security and Aviation 
Security

l Blockchain Technology and the Law

l Artificial Intelligence- Regulation and Liability

l White Collar Crimes

l Law and Robots

l Drone Regulation and Policy

l Contract Writing and Legal Drafting

l Internet and Law

l Information Security and Privacy Regulation in India

l Intellectual Property- Protection and Valuation

l Transfer of technology Contracts

l Social Media and the Law

l Ethical Hacking- Offensive Security

l Advanced Level of Ethical Hacking

For General & Admission Information - rise@rru.ac.in Scan QR Code

For more information

“Bridging the gap between education and security”

The Security And Scientific Technical Research Association (SASTRA) is a 
section 8 not-for-profit company, set up at Rashtriya Raksha University in 
2020.  SASTRA is independently recognized as an incubation platform 
under the Ministry of Home Affairs to foster and support innovators in the 
security sector and work towards the goal of indigenization and 
Aatmanirbhar Bharat. The need for an association like SASTRA arose when 
the potential of homegrown innovators was identified while they lacked a 
platform backed by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India. 
SASTRA aims at empowering security forces with technologies that give an 
edge. A dedicated incubation center and an innovation hub that India 
needs to take security innovations to the next level. SASTRA’s motive is to 
elevate sprouting innovators by being the platform for their product 
research and development. SASTRA facilitates an efficient work 
environment dedicated to the advancement in the domain of national 
security. SASTRA lays focus on integrating modern technologies and 
relevant doctrines to support the security forces of India and its allies.

Key Goals
• Promote Sustainable and Indigenous Solutions to Internal Security 

Issues
• Incubate new ideas which strengthen multi-domain warfare 

capabilities and cross-domain deterrence.
• To serve as a technology accelerator for self-reliance and export.
• Facilitate Indigenization by Leveraging MSMEs
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l iDEX Partner Incubator

l Product to Procurement: SASTRA provides high factor resources 
& support in procurement by mentoring, networking, 
technology upgrading assistance.
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Key Achievements
l Trained 845 International law enforcement and other officials from 50 different countries.

l Enrolment of 10 International students from 8 different countries.

l International alliances with Global Law Enforcement / Police organizations like INTERPA, ASEANAPOL.

l An Inter-Governmental Alliance has been formed with SII (Ministry of Education), ITEC (Ministry of External 
Affairs) and MEITY (Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology)

l MoU partner with 06  International Organisations.

l Ongoing cooperation/MoU proposals with more than 20 Police and Security academics /organizations from 
different countries for mutual activities.

International Cooperation and Relations Branch (ICRB) of Rashtriya 
Raksha University (RRU) was institutionalised with an objective to 
provide the university’s academic, training, research and extension 
expertise world  wide in cooperation with international law 
enforcement academies, police training institutions and security 
establishments for students,  government officials,  law 
enforcement officials, security personals and investigative officers 
to strengthen their capabilities and skills in the area of security and 
policing.

ICRB continuously aims to commit, streamline and standardize the 
processes of RRU global outreach and expansion in order to 
achieve excellence globally. It constitutes a cornerstone of RRU’s 
core vision. The University is indeed proud of its extensive 
partnership network across the globe, with student and staff 
mobility, capacity building-training to law enforcement officials, 
joint teaching, research, conferences, and executive education 
being the tangible outcomes resulting from these partnerships.

The Division reaffirm its solemn commitment to offering the best 
opportunities for students, law enforcement agencies and 
Government officials to get the widest possible experience for 
research, training, exchange programmes and global experience.

Vision
l To become a Global player in providing education, research and 

training to the Law enforcement officials in the area of security, 
policing, investigation and intelligence.

Objectives
l Cooperation/MOUs with security and law enforcement 

organizations worldwide.

l International Trainings to the officials from Law enforcement 
agencies and security establishments (online and offline mode) 
under MEA.

l Deputation of RRU’s expert to different countries for academic 
and training assistance.

l Exchange of students and experts.

l Offshore Centers setup.

l To design and develop customized academic and training 
program for International Security Organizations.

l Strategic study tour for Senior officials to witness the best 
practices in Security and Policing in India.

l Admission at RRU for the officials and students.

l To offer online programs - Social awareness programs - Future 
Technology skills programs worldwide.

l Assistance to International Security organizations at policy level.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 
AND RELATIONS BRANCH (ICRB)

For General & Admission Information - admission.int@rru.ac.in
Contact: +91-9340800718

http://admission.int@rru.ac.in
http://admission.int@rru.ac.in
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University Journals
Directorate publishes two bi-annual peer-reviewed journals; 

International Research Journal on Police Science 

IRJPS, under the auspices of Rashtriya Raksha University, aims to lead in critical analysis and the presentation of 
practical ideas within the domain of police and national security studies. With eight successful volumes already in 
circulation, this biannual, peer-reviewed journal is dedicated to advancing knowledge and comprehension within 
the realm of police science. Adopting a theme-based approach, each issue of the journal explores pertinent topics 
relevant to contemporary law enforcement and security challenges.
 

Chanakya- National Security Journal of India

Chanakya Journal, a collaborative effort between Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU) and the Chanakya Centre for 
Strategic Studies (CCSS), showcasing RRU's national importance. Established in 2021, this biannual journal is a hub for 
cutting-edge research on India's internal and national security. Chanakya publishes original papers, commentaries, 
and book reviews, fostering collaboration between academia and field experts, with a focus on statemanship, 
strategy, and security.

Research Training/Events
The Directorate of Research and Publications is dedicated to continuously enhancing the professional development 
of faculty and researchers. In pursuit of this objective, the Directorate regularly hosts seminars, conferences, training 
sessions, workshops, awareness programs, and specialized courses in the realm of security and strategic 
interdisciplinary education. These initiatives ensure that faculty and researchers remain abreast of the latest 
advancements in their respective fields of research. Furthermore, the Directorate maintains collaborative 
partnerships with esteemed institutions such as CIPAM, CID Crime, the Central University of Gujarat, Symbiosis 
International University, Knowledge Consortium of Gujarat, Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR), GUJ-
COST, Department of Science & Technology, AICTE-ATAL, and Information and Library Network Centre (INFLIBNET) 
for various research endeavors and consultancy projects. Rashtriya Raksha University is also certified and registered 
by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR).

Research Projects
We actively support faculty members from diverse disciplines in conducting research projects addressing critical 
national security concerns. Currently overseeing seven projects, funded by University and external agencies.

Significant ongoing Research Projects are:

1. Social and Cultural History of the Sabarmati Central Jail

2. Development of Cooling Cap/Helmet for the Police Personnel

3. Critical Analysis of Regulatory and Security Mechanisms in the Functioning of Internet-Based Cab Service 
Providers: A Study in the State of Gujarat

4. Role of Women in Community Policing in the Selected Tribal Areas of Gujarat

5. Coastal Security in the Saurashtra Region of Gujarat: Major Environmental Challenges and Issues

6. A Study on Women Policing: Mental and Physical health regimes with special context to Gujarat Police

7. History, Heritage, Traditions, and Contemporary Status of Police Band Contingents in the Police Organizations of 
Various States in the Nation, Union Territories, Central Police Organizations, and Para-Military Forces in India

The Directorate of Research and Publications is dedicated to 
advancing research, education, and training in national security. 
Our mission is to cultivate innovation and collaboration, bridging 
academia with policymakers and opinion leaders to tackle 
complex security challenges. 

Within its academic programs, the Directorate of Research & 
Publications conducts research across all schools, addressing semi-
structured and unstructured problems to provide scientific, 
optimal, and innovative solutions aimed at maintaining peace and 
harmony in society and the country. The university envisions 
gaining recognition as a premier institution for intellectual inquiry 
and innovation, aiming to emerge as a global leader in research-
based education. Through action-oriented research, it seeks to 
tackle real-world problems while enabling students and faculty to 
engage in impactful work contributing to national security. To 
fulfill this vision, the university is committed to creating a 
conducive research environment that encourages rigor and 
creativity, disseminating its research culture across various 
platforms, emphasising primary research with broad implications 
for policy formulation, and fostering effective communication with 
the broader research community on key national security 
priorities.

Programmes
The Directorate of Research and Publications oversees the PhD 
programs offered by the University. Currently, the university offers 
both Regular (Full-time and Part-time) and Practitioners PhD 
program and Post-Doctoral Fellowship in the core and inter-
disciplinary subjects related to internal security, police studies, 
Disaster Management military affairs, defense and strategic 
studies, criminology, behavioral science; coastal, maritime, air and 
space studies; law, humanities and social sciences, information 
technology, artificial intelligence and machine learning; physical 
education and sports, foreign affairs, languages and political 
economy, forensic science and risk management; applied science 
and technology and such other areas to be useful to promote the 
holistic research culture in the fields of security and policing. The 
university provides financial assistance to Full-time and PDF 
scholars.

DIRECTORATE OF 
RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS (R&P)

“Pioneering Security Solutions 
Through Research Excellence”
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Print Collection
RRU Library has a specialized collection of more than 13,606 books in various subjects related to Policing and 
National Security. Apart from these, the library has a good collection related to Literature, Crime Fictions, 
Health & Fitness, Personality Development and Competitive Examination.

l IA Reporter

l IEEE Computer Society Digital Library: (41 e-Journals and 8,864 Conference Proceedings) 

l Janes (Janes Defense Weekly, Janes Intelligence Review, Janes International Defense Review and 

Markets Forecast)

l Manupatra

l SCC Online

l HeinOnline

l South Asia Archive: (10,00,000 e-Literature)

l UNCLOS Commentary Online

l Brill eBooks (212 eBooks)

l E-Vidya Bhasha Collection (Sage eBooks): (239 eBooks)

l EBSCO eBooks Academic Collection: (2,17,133 eBooks)

l Human Kinetics Library: (167 eBooks and 252 Video contents)

l JSTOR eBooks: (10,419 Subscribed and Open Access eBooks)

l T&F Forensic Net Base: (194 eBooks)

l ProQuest Academic Complete eBooks: (2,07,340 eBooks)

l Edzter: (7,599+ e-Newspapers, e-Magazines and e-Journals)

l Foreign Policy

l The Diplomat

l Sage Journals: (21 titles Print and Online for the year 2023)

l ProQuest Journals -Publicly Available Content Database (PACD): (4,276 e-Journals)

l Taylor & Francis e-Journals: (1,076 e-Journals)

l JSTOR Journal: (3,935 e-Journals)

l JSTOR Security Studies Collection: (134 e-Journals and 22,152 Other e-Contents)

l Intelligence Online

l DrillBit Anti-Plagiarism Tool

l Turnitin Similarity Anti-Plagiarism Tool

l RemoteXs

Online Resources and Tools

Library
The Rashtriya Raksha University Library is an 
invaluable source of information for students, 
facult y  members,  researchers  and other 
stakeholders of the University. The library has a 
specialised collection of books on various subjects 
related to Policing and National Security. Keeping 
in mind technological advancement, the library 
provides access to digital resources in the form of 
CDs/DVDs, specialised electronic databases.

Key figures:

Printed Books & Ebooks

Printed Periodicals including 
Journals/Magazines/Newspapers

Electronic Databases / e-Resources

e-Journals 

e-Magazines, e-Journals and 
e-Newspapers 

e-Conference Proceedings 

Audio/Video contents 

Other e-Literature 

Users (Students, Faculty, 
Researchers & Staff) 

Floor Area in sf 

Reading Area Capacity 

4,49,445

36

32

9,536

7,602

8,846

331

10,22,154

1,621

4,300

120+
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RCARE Portal (professionally managed online Alumni Platform) has been launched to meet an objective to 

Engage our valued alumni and that is being fulfilled by it through its vibrant & robust network. In other 

words, once a student and alumni forever. This portal is facilitating the alumni to relive their cherished 

moments and memories formed by them in the University campus. Alumni's mentorship & advise are 

helping like a blessing to the current students in shaping their career path. Thus, the university takes care of 

its students even after they graduate from the university and the RCARE Portal serves as the virtual bridge 

between the University and its alumni.

Project AKLVYS (Amrit KaushaL Vikas Yojana - Suraksharth) is a pilot outreach project initiated by the 

Internship & Placement branch of Rashtriya Raksha University. This trainee-centric and placement-linked 

training initiative is a strategically designed unarmed security training programme that aims to motivate 

the youths (Primarily from the Rural/Tribal/ Red Corridors of Indian Constituency/EWS/Deprived 

Section/Underprivileged Section) with minimum educational qualification of 10th passed aspirants to 

realign their focus toward national security and make them employable in the security domain. The efforts 

carried out in Uttar Pradesh is highly appreciated by the Hon’ble CM, UP Shri. Yogi Aditya Nath on 25 August 

2022 in their address to the cadets of Project AKLVYS at Lokbhawan, Lucknow.

l The Internship & Placement Branch also works to develop students’ employability & skill enhancement 
aspects and organises various programmes like viz. assessment tests, resume making, soft skills 
development & personality development sessions, group discussions, mock interview sessions and 
expert talks from corporates to make them job-ready. The I&P Branch also arranges crash courses for 
various competitive exams for the students.

l The Internship & Placement Branch offers strategic partnership with companies & creates mutually 
beneficial relationships by exchange of Internships, specialized short-term training programme, 
Campus Placements and jobs for experienced alumni.

Image of HCM, UP interaction with the cadets of Project AKLVYS on 25 August 2022

Internships, Placements and 
Post-Educational Startup Assistance
The Internship & Placement Branch has arranged various on campus and Virtual Campus drive for Internships 

& Placements during the calendar year 2023 for the students of the Graduating Batch of 2023/2024. Just a few 

names of the companies who visited during the period on either mode are Colgate, CreditAccess Grameen, 

G4S, Janes India, KPMG, Mitkat Advisory, Network Intelligence, PwC AC Recruitment drive called Fiercest 

Competitor 2.0, Subex, Tenon Group, TCS INI Hiring & TATA AIG, etc. The glimpse of some of the drives can be 

viewed from below:
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Image of HCM, UP interaction with the cadets of Project AKLVYS on 25 August 2022
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Partnership with Public and 
Private Organisations - 
International and National

National Collaborations

We have established collaborations with various national and international institutions. These Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoUs) and partnership often result in joint research projects and assignments. These partnerships 

enable us to leverage the collectie expertise and resources to address complex national security moves, bearing to 

advancements knowledge and innovation. Till date University has signed 80 MoUs with different organisation. 

Diploma/Certificates to Affiliated Organizations

Furthermore, we have developed special courses for the National Security Guard (NSG), Delhi Police Academy 

(DPA), Army War College Mhow and the National Academy of Coastal Policing, Okha (NACP). The University has 

successfully awarded Diploma/Certificates to in-service personnel affiliated with the organizations. These courses 

are customized and tailor-made to the needs of the forces taking into account the challenges in the field. 

Training & Extension Activities
The Rashtriya Raksha University has spearheaded specialized security training programmes in the country 

since its inception. The university has conducted several impact training programmes of varying durations 

comprising core & interdisciplinary domains of security, policing, cyber security & digital forensics, 

criminology & security laws. The courses are tailor-made to suit the specific training requirement of the skill 

gaps of the trainees or to upgrade their existing skill sets. The programmes have helped professionals in 

gaining a deeper understanding of security frameworks, law enforcement & investigative strategies, legal 

acumen to evolve themselves as a better leader who can aptly handle the challenges & opportunities in their 

professional space. The programmes offer them a competitive edge through empowering knowledge and 

leadership capacity building for excelling in all domains of security functioning.

The university has been conducting in-house designed courses by understanding the challenges of the field 

and it also conducts programmes that are customized as per the request of agencies based on their 

requirements. The modules are delivered by renowned internal faculties and famed external experts who are 

invited to such programmes. The learning pedagogy involves a balanced amalgamation of theoretical, 

practical, teamwork, field visits and simulation studies with the aim of providing an all inclusive e-learning 

experience.
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HOSTELS
A fun-filled hostel adds to the liveliness of the campus. The University ensures safe and secured 

accommodation to over 500 students and research scholars at a time, at affordable monthly charges. All the 

hostel rooms are equipped with essential facilities for peaceful inhabitation. Dedicated Rectors & Wardens are 

always present to assist hostellers as and when needed.

CANTEEN
A scrumptiously managed canteen satiates over 500 people every day on the University campus with a range 

of cuisine to gratify every Indian palate. This culinary comfort may be availed by students and employees alike 

at nominal monthly charges.

RRU HEALTH CENTER
A healthy body upholds a healthy mind. The medical clinic has been set up with great mindfulness about every 

possible urgent medical requirement of the RRU family. The medical team comprising a doctor on daily visit 

and two in-house medical attendants, are dutifully present on campus at all times.

A CONNECTED CAMPUS
In this era of netizenship and ever-increasing digital connect, 24*7 wi-fi connectivity is maintained on the 

University campus by the committed tech-team. The most beneficial tech-hack is the privileged access to 

several e-resources allowed via the RRU wi-fi, a list that is open to suggestion and curation. 

HOUR ROUND SURVEILLANCE
With a balanced freedom for all the fun and frolic promised in University life, the common streets and corridors 

of the campus remain under hour round CCTV surveillance, enhanced with night-vision cameras keeping the 

authorities informed enough about everyone's safe stay on the premises.

LIFE @ RRU

Amidst 230 acres of rustic shrubs on the banks of the Meshwo river fencing the Lavad village in west India, the 

Rashtriya Raksha University (RRU) stands tall as a monumental fortress-resembling campus dedicated to 

educate and inspire sentiments of national security and justice. The RRU campus has been developed into a 
st21 - century Indian village in and of itself, with world-class infrastructure and state of the art facilities.

This pioneering police and national security University of the country devotes great efforts to the holistic 

development of its students, research scholars, and every member comprising this scholarly community on 

campus. The peace and tranquility infused in the atmosphere inside this first of its kind University essentially 

nourishes the learning minds welcomed here, and that is what we strive to confer upon our students at RRU.

ECO-FRIENDLY CAMPUS
Sustainably structured Schools and Residential Centers, spread across the dense native plantation soothes 

our minds and urges students to think beyond texts, and inculcate the knowledge learnt into practical skills in 

their lives. The campus built around the natural course of the winding river instills in us the joy of living in 

harmony with nature, and with the community at large.

EFFICIENTLY EQUIPPED CLASSROOMS & LABORATORIES
The classrooms of RRU offer a comfortable and cognitively enhanced learning aura. The air-conditioned 

rooms with audio-visual/digital media system, coupled with advanced laboratories, namely Computer Lab, 

Machine Learning Lab, Forensic Science Labs, and the likes, leave little room for untapped skills and 

unquenched curiosities of the students.
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SPORTS FACILITIES AT RRU

l 1 International standard football ground 
including a 7-A Side football ground.

l 400 m. track including field events

l 2 Volleyball Courts 

l 2 Kho- Kho Ground 

l 1 Handball Ground

l 1 obstacle course

l 6 Table Tennis Tables 

l 3 Multi-Equipped Gym 

l 2 Kabaddi Courts 

l Carom Boards

l Chess

l Combat Sports

l All the latest training and sports equipment

l Latest Treadmill

l Strength and Cardio Machines

l Spin Bike

l Weights, Dumbells, Barbells, Bench Press 

l Kettle Ball, Swiss Ball, Medicine Ball 

GYM FACILITIES

l 2 Synthetic Tennis Courts 

l 2 Clay Tennis Courts

l 2 Basketball Courts

l 1 Cricket Ground

l 1 Indoor Sports Complex

l 2 Volleyball Courts

l 2 Handball Courts 

UPCOMING SPORTS FACILITIES 

HUMAN PERFORMANCE LABORATORY

The lab is equipped with the instruments of various domaine -

l Physical Parameters     

l Psychological Parameters    

l Biomechanical Parameters   

l Physiological Parameters

l Bio-chemical Parameters

l Anthropometric Parameters

GUESTHOUSE
An air-conditioned guest house with modern facilities is provided on the University campus for a comfortable 

stay of visiting faculty, academicians and other dignitaries visiting RRU. Accommodation for a short duration is 

also provided for parents and students, subject to availability and advance notice.

 

EMPLOYEE HOUSING
RRU provides on-campus accommodation on a payment basis to students, faculty and staff. An off-campus 

accommodation is also available at Chiloda Circle, Gandhinagar. The quarters are equipped with amenities 

required for comfortable standards of living.

DAILY ESSENTIALS

ARCADE

Shops catering to the daily requirements of employees and students living on campus has been established 

near the staff quarters and hostels. 

CRÈCHE

A colourful crèche has been designed are available at proximity to under the caring supervision of a 

designated babysitter for the children of working parents in the University.

ATM

An ADC Bank ATM has been installed near the residential quarters for easy at hand cash availability on campus.

TRANSPORTATION

The University provides AC and non-AC transportation from various locations along both the Ahmedabad and 

Gandhinagar routes to and from the University to the main cities nearby, with monthly fare depending on the 

distance travelled. In addition, the University maintains its own fleet of cars too for official visits and medical 

emergencies. RRU transportation staff strictly adheres to the principle of no compromise on the safety and 

security of the people in transit.
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